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Comments As a local resident in East Grinstead in the Dunnings Mill area, I must object to the current plan
proposed for the site at Evergreen Farm, West Hoathly Road. My main point of objection is the
proposed 12,000-15,000 HGV deliveries it will take before completion let alone any other site traffic.
The roads through town and down Dunnings road towards West Hoathly Road are busy enough as it is
and in a poor state of repair already with pot holes appearing daily. Let alone the road width, I don't
think this plan has considered any on coming traffic through the narrow lanes south of dunnings road.
A further objection to this and a very important one in my eyes is the increase in traffic of over sized
lorries down Dunnings road and into West Hoathly that passes four childcare settings and a children's
playground, all with very narrow pavement access and in some cases No pavement. And then the exit
route to Saint Hill Road, I'm not sure how they propose to turn the trucks into Saint Hill Road as that is
very small green area for them to navigate round and again the return route alone Imbahorne Lane
passing yet more schools. In closing I don't think this plan is acceptable for the following reasons. 1.
Traffic Chaos 2. Increased pollution from that traffic and the work being completed 3. The dangers to
the community along the proposed route. 4. The damage this will cause to the surrounding roads. Even
though the plan states it will correct any damage caused, how long will that take and what further
carnage will it cause with temporary lights to repair it all. 5. It's a lot of issues for one fix.
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